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PREMIO ANTONIO LANDIERI - come miglior spettacolo del 2011- NAPOLI
“I Try to Fly” it is an original script which, starting from biographical notes and suggestions
from his songs, tells the story of one of the many young people raised in the provinces, who is
ready, in his hero’s footsteps, to face all kinds of misadventures to make his dream of
becoming an artist come true. His story is told through the description of the expectations,
disappointments, efforts and deceptions suffered at the hands of unscrupulous characters
encountered along the way, between comic episodes in the provinces and alienating
metropolitan experiences.
Like an old comic director, the spirit of a provincial theater’s custodian returns to the stage
every night, at midnight, in the company of his musicians inside the theater he haunts and the
place that marks the beginning of his story.
Through story-telling, music and dance, the important episodes of his life are reenacted:
dreams, encounters, internships, auditions, escape, school, his first job and the bitter return to
his hometown, where, after having tried all possible paths, he does return.
But, as if that weren’t enough, the small, romantic cinema where he cultivated his artistic
dreams is no longer the place he remembers. So, for the love of the art and his own
happiness, the young man decides to enter the theater secretly and destroy it stone by stone.
Therefore, the work, using the image of Modugno, renders homage to the efforts and courage
of workers in general, to those in show business in particular, who, driven by passion,
constantly throw themselves into adventurous experiences considered to be undignified, just
because they are less visible.
Poetry and comedy are the main ingredients of this work which, through a unique use of light
transmits emotional and evocative atmospheres and unforgettable memories, trying to
awaken in the public that dream of freedom that Modugno was the symbol of and
spokesperson for.
Words from the author
Dream, reality, the perception of the one and the other that each of us has and about which
we become more strongly convinced day after day.
Presumption, the blind pursuit of one’s own ideas, the harsh and often hypocritical reality we
run up against. Error, the basis for research, is the missing element in a society that
recognizes finished and competitive products rather than processes and the time necessary
for their natural evolution.
Pain, the only path able to allow for development of a conscience, is now limited and forced
into increasingly rapid and programmed experiences. Darkness, mystery, the unknown
destination of an individual, of a me, in search of a self lost and confused in the thousand
temptations of the I.

The I, the self, the dream, reality, the theater, the portal of feeling, of intuition, the channel for
diagnosis and healing. hat’s how I Try to Fly was created: from the desire to recreate inside
ourselves, around us, the idea of a safe place from which to soar confidently toward unknown
joys. hat’s how an introspective inquiry was born, an inquiry that extends to an analysis of a
widespread and shared condition; from autobiographical and biographical cues, and from
anecdotes gathered from myths, colleagues and peers, what emerges is the desire to cry out
a refusal of the fear to face to world, the desire to admit we are fragile, alone, the wish to
rediscover that we are honest, above all with ourselves “to see or not to see, that is the
question, to look straight into the face of the reality that surrounds me and frightens me and
face it with the courage to try to change? Or to keep it all behind a veil that covers my eyes
and my heart and stops me from suffering?”
In the meantime, let’s begin: Co.Co.Co., constant and continuous collaborators, as the cynical
and alienating world of work teaches us, in an attempt to restructure the chicken coop in
which we, for some time, flutter about, inflated and argumentative.
COurageous, please, COnstant and COnvinced about the revolution that will lead us to stop
being clucking chickens, who fool themselves into thinking they are flying like hawks in the
blue painted blue.
Gianfranco Berardi

Review extracts
In the end, the best show that I saw in Andria was certainly not the most innovative. It was the
most enjoyable, the nicest, the one most humanely close to its public, I Try to Fly . . . the
musicians on stage with Berardi are excellent and his brother Davide is almost unbelievable
vocally.

Franco Cordelli – Il Corriere della Sera
Gianfranco Berardi, is certainly one of the rising stars of our theater. . . It had been a long
time since I had seen a young actor move on stage with such self-confidence and capture the
attention of the spectator with such mocking bravado, but also such irresistible complicity.
Marco de Marinis – Cultureteatrali.org
…. the industry of Puglian shows shines with the new I Try to Fly, in which Gianfranco Berardi
interprets the Spirit of the Theater, driven by his enthusiasm to resuscitate the orchestra, on
stage with the tale of a life dedicated to the theater, for whom he dishes up lines by Hamlet
and for the enthusiasm of the audience he goes so far as to identify himself with Domenico
Modugno.
Franco Quadri – La Repubblica
The flight of Gianfranco Berardi, an extraordinary actor, is one of those flights that stays close
to the ground, that will not leave the audience unmoved. . . . This work is not only a theatrical
performance, but a little dream offered to the public who was and who will be. . . . It is theater
that is poor, but alive. Pure poetry.
Francesca De Sanctis – L’Unità
Berardi takes his inspiration, above all, from variety shows and cabaret, with effective, often
offbeat, exaggeration. Think of Petrolini, Totò, Karl Valentin and Leo De Berardinis and
certain of his hallucinatory apparations.
Antonio Audino – Il Sole 24 ore
Berardi is evocative, dazzling and prodigal, lit by an interior light since he is a visually
impaired artist. He reviews the plight of provincial poets, of would-be Hamlets, of dreamers
rejected by the city and those who try to fly by returning to their roots, and at times says (or
dances) “other” things, inspired things . . . while the mystery lies in Berardi.
Rodolfo Di Giammarco – La Repubblica
Promotional film of the show:www.youtube.com/watch?v=9E8Fn85bALY
Entire video: https://youtu.be/4RwLPnZy6lY
The show is available with English, French and Spanish overtitles.
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